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The agency supports Dutch and International 
entrepreneurs and researchers in energy,  
developing  sustainable projects related to 
climate and the environment.   
 
The agency also helps institutions to 
a.  Incorporate sustainable practices into their 
business strategy and daily activities.  
 
b. To create innovative solutions to societal 
challenges making smart ideas become a  
reality from the drawing board to the patent 
office. 
The meeting ended with a tour of Babcock 
University entrepreneurship centre and a  
visit to the Office of the Vice Chancellor. 

Mr Theodore Klouvas the project manager 
of Netherlands Agency arrived on       
Babcock campus on March 1, 2017, to 
explore partnership with Babcock through 
the Office of Research, Innovation, and 
International Cooperation.  
 
Mr Klouvas met with some faculty     
members and researchers of BU at the 
Science and Technology Board room. 
Each of the researchers discussed their 
area of research interests. Mr Klouvas   
presented the mission and vision of the 
Netherlands Enterprise Agency and      
discussed possible areas for network and 
collaboration with the BU research team.  

Mr Theodore Klouvas, RIIC officers & some 

members of Babcock Research Team 
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15TH INAUGURAL LECTURE:EMERGING CHALLENGES IN THE USE OF AFRI-
CAN TRADITIONAL MEDICINE IN HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM:       

THE WAY FORWARD 

For instance there has been failure in integrating traditional medicine into 

the western medical system.  

Prof. Amanze also spoke extensively on the emerging challenges on the 

use of traditional Medicine, which include: 

 

1. Challenges arising from the categorization status of herbal products 

2. Challenges related to assessment of safety and efficacy 

3. Challenges related to the safety of traditional medicine 

4. The wrong concept of disease. 

5. Association of treatment with cultic practices 

6. Lack of standardized regimen for treatment 

7. Unpreparedness to control side effects 

8. Unhygienic practices 

9. Poor Storage facility System. 

Professor Amanze posited that these challenges can be overcome by    

ensuring that policies are put in place to encourage effective collaboration 

between the traditional and orthodox  health practitioners.  

 

Professor Amanze has  served at various levels and made contributions as 

a pastor, lecturer and  administrator. He has also served the community in 

diverse ways. 

 

Babcock University fifteenth (15th) inaugural lecture was presented 

by Professor Philemon Omerenma Amanze on April 6, 2017, with 

the title “Emerging challenges in the use of  African Traditional 

Medicine in Health Care Delivery System: the way forward. 

 

According to Professor Amanze, the practice of traditional       

medicine dates back to the time of creation.  The World Health 

Organization defined Traditional Medicine as the sum total of the 

knowledge , skills, and practices based on the various theories, 

beliefs and experiences indigenous to people of different cultures, 

which could be used in the maintenance of Health, as well as on the  

prevention, diagnosis, improvement or treatment  of physical and 

mental illnesses.  Over the years attention has shifted from the 

practice of traditional medicine to orthodox medicine.   The     

western medical system, even though  seems to be apparently   

successful, has failed in several ways.  

 

Philemon Omerenma Amanze 
Professor of Comparative Religion and Church Ministry 
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2017 BU RESEARCH FAIR 
As part of the mandate of the Office of Research Innovation and International Cooperation to encourage stu-
dents to take up innovative and creative research idea that could possibly win grants, that could also be     
patented. 
 
In line with this, the 2017 BU Research Fair was organized on the April 19, 2017 at Queen Esther Activity 
Hall.  
 
There were four main categories of researchers: 
1. The Technology category, made up of all departments in the School of Computer Science. 
2. The Science category, comprised of Chemistry, Microbiology and Agriculture Departments. 
3. School of Public Health, Anatomy and Biochemistry departments. Constituted the Public Health and 

Medicine category 
4. Law and Business categories.  
 
Three winners each emerged from the three categories of those who made presentations.  
 
Products from the entrepreneurship centre were also displayed. These included liquid soap, bags shoes and 
confectionaries made by students. 
 
 

Pictures from the  Research Fair 



BUSINESS NAME 

 

  

The Agriculture Journal is inviting applications for two Travel 
Awards for junior investigators and PhD students to attend a  
conference between July 2017 and June 2018. The applications 
will be assessed by an Evaluation Committee consisting of senior 
scholars in the field of agriculture. 
Eligibility Criteria: 
a. For junior investigators: applicants should have been awarded 
their PhD on or after 1 July 2012* and should be conducting  
research 
in an area aligned to agriculture. 
b. For PhD students: applicants should be students currently 
enrolled in a PhD degree in an area aligned to agriculture. 
For Further Information please check 
www.mdpi.com/journal/agriculture 
 
International Summit in Human Genetics and Ge-
nomics 
30 Aug– 30 Sept., Washington DC, USA 
 
The International Summit in Human Genetics and Ge-
nomics, sponsored in part by the National Human Genome     
Research Institute (NHGRI) and the Foundation for the NIH, will 
train early-mid career stage health care professionals and trainees 
from developing nations. Research scientists, physicians, dentists, 
dentist-scientists, nurses, counselors and medical, dental and 
graduate school trainees can apply. Selected candidates will be 
fully sponsored (travel, local transportation, lodging, per diem) 
for the duration of the Summit. Accepting applications until all 
seats are filled. 

https://www.genome.gov/internationalsummit/ 

The Salzburg Global Scholarship Program  

The Salzburg Global Scholarship Program represents our         
institutional values, supports our core activities, and facilitates the 
realization of our global vision: to challenge present and future 
leaders to solve problems of global concern. 

Our scholarship program helps ensure geographic diversity,    
enabling Salzburg Global to reflect its mission and the changing 
balance of influence and power in the world. Scholarships      
provide opportunities for young leaders from emerging countries 
to take part in Salzburg Global Seminar programs, to develop 
global networks, and to share the ideas and creativity of a rising 
generation. They provide a means for rising leaders to gain early 
experience of the benefits of collaborative problem solving over 
narrow self-interest. 

Salzburg Global works with 30 scholarship providers from nine 
countries, providing approximately 200 annual scholarships,  
including endowed (50 scholarships in 2014) and grant-based 
(150 scholarships in 2014), to some of the world’s most          
outstanding young professionals at critical inflection points in 
their careers. please send your CV or brief bio as well as a per-

sonal statement to registration@salzburgglobal.org. 

CALL FOR PROPOSAL /FELLOWSHIP PhD Fellowship 

Organization for Women in Science in the             
Developing world Call for Applications Now Open 

PhD Training Fellowships for Women Scientists 
from Science and Technology Lagging Countries 

The Fellowship is offered to women scientists 
from Science and Technology Lagging             
Countries (STLCs) to undertake PhD research in the 
Natural, Engineering and Information Technology 
sciences at a host institute in the South. 

Please note that as from 2017, the OWSD PhD    
Fellowships applications will be collected through 
an online system only. 

 

Lloyd’s Register Foundation 
This Foundation supports scientific research       
globally by awarding grants to research and          
education organisations. They fund both               
fundamental (low-TRL) research and more applied 
technology development. They prefer to invest in 
building sustainable research teams working on 
longer-term research    challenges of importance to 
society, to enhance the safety of the engineering  
infrastructure on which modern society relies. 
No deadline: a proposal can be submitted any time. 
They have an initial review stage most months of the 
year. 
 
 

Global Innovation Fund  
Innovative solutions to global development        
challenges with the potential for substantially greater 
impact than existing approaches, especially for poor 
and vulnerable groups. 

No deadline: Grants from $50,000 to $15 million 
USD  
More information 
 
 
 

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019u788xOFU_C0qUqsk5l8CMJ_xnYHFTMMbW-j4Qjqe5-h76fhSpm8HEsg55KqNAmjz-tR_rMkSj5-V8DAEEzvUQrs-Ai4A7aGz94xx-fj8K3bFYatY34EG93bQKsA8IeIhYSO3OPVuJzOcosMUV6RyXnXIL5Y0nbmipwn2XunB5S_GGppHLUU9Q==&c=lEom7nBlwwZtyk5rdP9cZO1Ty8b3UE7i4fnJBvDtX
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019u788xOFU_C0qUqsk5l8CMJ_xnYHFTMMbW-j4Qjqe5-h76fhSpm8HEsg55KqNAmjz-tR_rMkSj5-V8DAEEzvUQrs-Ai4A7aGz94xx-fj8K3bFYatY34EG93bQKsA8IeIhYSO3OPVuJzOcosMUV6RyXnXIL5Y0nbmipwn2XunB5S_GGppHLUU9Q==&c=lEom7nBlwwZtyk5rdP9cZO1Ty8b3UE7i4fnJBvDtX
javascript:linkTo_UnCryptMailto('wksvdy4boqscdbkdsyxJckvjlebqqvylkv8ybq');
http://www.globalinnovation.fund/what-we-look-for

